Introducing Spacify: Supercharge Your Workspace, Boost Productivity, and Ignite Collaboration!

Irvine, June 1, 2023

Spacify, a cutting-edge workspace management application, is poised to transform the way professionals find and book workspaces. With its advanced features and user-friendly interface, Spacify streamlines the workspace management process, maximizes productivity, and fosters a collaborative work environment.

During the exam season of Fall 2022, four friends faced difficulties finding available study spaces, leading to frustration and fatigue. The task of walking to study rooms multiple times a day, only to find them occupied, was both tiring and discouraging. This problem resonated with many students, as study groups struggled to secure suitable spaces due to individuals occupying group rooms. The lack of information regarding room availability hindered efficient planning for group studies. Recognizing the widespread concern, the group of four friends came together to brainstorm a solution to improve the situation. Their question was simple: "Can we make it better?"
Their answer was Spacify, an all-in-one platform that allows users to manage and keep track of their space occupancy. Spacify goes beyond efficient workspace management; it revolutionises the way we interact with physical spaces through its unique features and incentives. The app's occupancy tracking technology provides real-time updates on space availability and visualizes occupancy trends over time, empowering organizations to make data-driven decisions and optimize space allocation for maximum efficiency.

Finding an available workspace has never been easier with Spacify's real-time occupancy monitoring feature. Users can effortlessly identify unoccupied spaces, eliminating the frustration of searching for a suitable workspace. The intuitive room reservation system simplifies booking, ensuring users can secure their desired space with just a few taps on their devices. Say goodbye to scheduling conflicts and wasted time.

To foster responsible workspace management, Spacify has an incentivization system. Users who adhere to the declared rules and guidelines set by workspace owners are rewarded with credits, which can be redeemed within the organization. This promotes a professional and collaborative atmosphere, fostering a sense of community and teamwork.
Spacify caters to a wide range of professionals, including professors, team-building committees, employee engagement teams, students, and organizations of all sizes. Whether you're a professor seeking to monitor student attendance and reserve office spaces or a team leader in need of a collaborative workspace, Spacify is the ultimate solution for efficient and streamlined workspace management.

As the market potential for workspace management solutions soars, Spacify stands out as the go-to application. With its advanced technology, user-friendly interface, and unique features, Spacify has positioned itself as a leader in the market. Industry reports estimate the workspace management market to reach a value of $4.8 billion by 2025, and Spacify is poised to capture a significant market share and drive industry innovation.

I CAN'T IMAGINE MANAGING MY WORKSPACE WITHOUT SPACIFY! IT'S LIKE HAVING A PERSONAL ASSISTANT THAT MAGICALLY FINDS ME THE PERFECT SPOT TO WORK EVERY TIME. THE REAL-TIME OCCUPANCY MONITORING HAS SAVED ME COUNTLESS HOURS OF SEARCHING FOR AVAILABLE SPACES.

OLIVIA WILSON, SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER
The core features of Spacify, including real-time tracking and the unified reservation system, are fully functional and ready for use. TechTippers team is committed to continuously improving and expanding Spacify's capabilities. Future plans include the addition of advanced analytics and reporting tools, providing users with valuable insights into workspace utilization to enhance productivity and efficiency.

To see Spacify in action, visit its website at www.spacify.com for visuals and demonstrations of the app. Join us on this transformative journey and revolutionise your workplace with Spacify.

About Spacify
Spacify is an innovative workspace management application that simplifies the process of finding and booking workspaces. Spacify is the brainchild of TechTippers, a team of like minded individuals who are dedicated to providing a comprehensive and user-friendly solution to maximise productivity and promote collaboration. Headquartered in Irvine, California, TechTippers is led by Sanchi Gupta, Chief Executive Officer, and Viraj Desai, Chief Communications Officer.
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